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Abstract2

Vector meson photoproduction offers the opportunity to image target nuclei. The two-3

dimensional Fourier transform dσcoherent/d t of coherent vector meson photoproduction4

gives the two-dimensional distribution of interaction sites in the target. Since vector5

meson photoproduction occurs, at lowest order, via two-gluon exchange, this is sensitive6

to gluon shadowing. We present an analysis of π+π− photoproduction using data from7

the STAR detector and a study of dσcoherent/d t, with an emphasis on probing the nuclear8

shape and its systematic uncertainties.9

1 Introduction10

Vector meson photoproduction has long been used as a probe of nuclei [1]. The photon fluctu-11

ates to a quark-antiquark dipole which scatters hadronically (but elastically) with the target.12

In lowest order perturbative QCD (pQCD), the elastic scattering proceeds via the exchange13

of two gluons, so it is a useful probe of the gluon content of nuclear targets. High-energy14

photoproduction on proton targets was extensively studied at HERA. Unfortunately, HERA did15

not accelerate A> 1 nuclei, so high-energy photoproduction studies on nuclear targets had to16

await the advent of ultra-peripheral collisions at RHIC and the LHC. There, studies of ρ pho-17

toproduction on gold and lead targets pointed to the importance of high-mass intermediate18

states i. e. the Glauber-Gribov formalism was required to properly describe ρ photoproduc-19

tion; a straight Glauber calculation overpredicts the data [2]. Data on J/ψ production on lead20

targets at the LHC supports the presence of moderate shadowing, beyond what is predicted by21

a Glauber calculation [3].22

Photoproduction can go beyond simple measurements of gluon abundance, though. In23

the Good-Walker paradigm [4, 5], dσCoherent/d t is related to the transverse distribution of24

interaction sites (the average nuclear configuration), while dσincoherent/d t is related to instan-25

taneous (event-by-event) fluctuations in the nuclear configuration, including the positions of26

the nucleons and partonic fluctuations, such as gluonic hot spots.27

Measurement of the transverse nuclear profile in UPCs can be problematic, because the28

measured transverse momentum (pT ) spectrum includes components from the photon pT and29

due to the detector resolution, as well as the nuclear scattering. Here, we explore a different30

approach, seeing how well dσCoherent/d t can be fit by a model that includes scattering from a31

target nucleus that is treated as a linear combination of a Woods-Saxon nucleus (no saturation32

effects whatsoever) and a black disk (fully saturated).33
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2 The STAR detector and the dataset34

This analysis uses data collected with the STAR detector during the 2010 and 2011 running.35

For this analysis, the main detector elements were a cylindrical time projection chamber (TPC)36

and a time-of-flight (TOF) system in a 0.5 T solenoidal magnetic field, and two zero degree37

calorimeters (ZDCs) which detected neutrons from nuclear breakup. The trigger required 2-638

hits in the time-of-flight system, plus neutron signals in both ZDCs, while the analysis required39

exactly two tracks with at least 25 hits in the TPC. The vertex was required to be within 50 cm40

in z of the center of the TPC, and the pion pair was required to have pair |rapidity|> 0.04, to41

remove cosmic-ray muons which might mimic a pair. Pairs were required to have an invariant42

mass greater than 0.62 GeV, to remove background from photoproduced ω→ π+π−π0. The43

maximum mass was chosen to be 1.1 GeV. At higher masses, the signals are smaller, and the44

signal:background ratio falls. There are 635,917 unlike-sign pairs and 71,187 like-sign pairs45

in the full histogram, giving a signal:background ratio of about 9:1. Figure 1 shows the mass46

spectrum for unlike- and like- sign pairs. The mass spectrum is well fit by a combination of47

ρ → π+π−, direct π+π− and ω → π+π−, with ratios that are very similar to earlier STAR48

work [6].49

Figure 1: Mass spectrum for unlike-sign and like-sign dipion pairs.

Although it may seem strange to require nuclear breakup while studying coherent pho-50

toproduction, most neutron emission comes from nuclear excitation caused by the exchange51

of additional photons (beyond the photon that produced a dipion). These additional pho-52

tons are independent of the dipion production, except for their common impact parameter.53

Earlier STAR studies demonstrated that the additional photons do not interfere with coherent54

production [7], although they do bias the reaction toward smaller 〈b〉 [8,9].55

The first analysis step is to subtract the incoherent contribution to dσ/d t (t is the usual56

Mandelstaam t), leaving the coherent contribution. We find the incoherent contribution by57

fitting dσ/d t at large |t| where the coherent contribution is small, 0.05 < |t| < 0.45 GeV2.58

The incoherent contribution is fit with a dipole form factor59

dσ
d t
=

A/Q2
0

(1+ |t|/Q2
0)2

. (1)

The fit finds Q0 = 302.5±2.5 MeV, with aχ2/DOF of 160/158, similar to the Q0 = 314+0.023
−0.025 MeV60

found in the previous STAR work [6]. This is consistent with the expectations for recoil from61

a single proton. Figure 2 shows dσ/d t along with the fit. An exponential function, used in62

some earlier analyses, would not be a good fit to the data. With the log scale on the y axis of63

Fig. 2, an exponential function would appear as a straight line.64

This subtraction lead to dσcoherent/d t, as shown on the right panel of Fig. 2. Around the65

second minimum, t ≈ 0.05 GeV2, the subtraction returns negative values (not shown on the66
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Figure 2: (a) dσ/d t for dipion pairs with 0.62 < Mππ < 1.3 GeV, with the dipole fit
shown by the solid red line. (b) dσ/d t, after subtraction of the coherent contribu-
tion, with an expanded t scale, showing the coherent result.

plot). This may indicate that the dipole formula fails for smaller t, possibly due to the small67

energy transfer to the nucleus. This fit is compatible with, but slightly below the fit in the 201768

STAR paper [6], due to the slightly different t range used here.69

If incoherent photoproduction occurs when a Pomeron recoils against a single nucleon (as70

suggested by the dipole fit), then the energy transfer is related to the momentum transfer71

E = t/2mp. The minimum energy to eject a neutron or a proton from a gold nucleus is 8.0772

MeV or 5.27 MeV, corresponding to momentum transfers of 122 MeV/c and 99 MeV/c, or73

t ≈ 0.01 This is below the second minimum, but some threshold behavior is expected, and74

either the single-nucleon-recoil paradigm must fail, or the nucleon emission channels must75

drop out for t < 0.01 GeV2. Photon emission via nuclear deexcitation is allowed at lower t,76

but is expected to account for only a small fraction of the total incoherent cross-section.77

2.1 Shape Fits and Templates78

Previously, STAR made a two-dimensional Fourier transform of dσ/d t to determine F(b),79

the transverse profile of the interaction sites within the target - the heavy-ion equivalent of a80

generalized parton distribution for gluons. However, that transform can introduce significant81

uncertainties. Fourier transforms are exact for the full range 0 < pT <∞, but the data has82

a limited pT range. Imposing a maximum pT range introduces windowing artifacts [10]. The83

measured dσ/d t includes contributions from the Pomeron pT , photon pT , and the detector84

resolution. The latter two components need to be removed to accurately probe the gluons.85

They can be removed by unfolding [11], but this requires an accurate knowledge of both86

components, and can increase the uncertainties.87

Here, we present an alternate approach, generating pT templates that include all three88

components. We will do this for two different nuclear models - a Woods-Saxon nucleus, repre-89

senting our expectations for a small dipole with a small interaction probability, and the other90

limit, which treats the nucleus as a black disk. We will then fit the data to a linear combina-91

tion of these two templates, as a measure of saturation in the target; higher saturation should92

correspond to a more black-disk-like nucleus.93

We treat the three components as uncorrelated, and add the ~pT with a random azimuthal94

angle. The components are normalized to have an integral of 1. The resolution in pT can be95

represented with a Gaussian distribution, with σ = 6 MeV/c [7]. The photon pT distribution96
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is given by [12,13]97

dN
dpT

∝
F2(p2)p2

T

p2
, (2)

where F(p2) is the nuclear form factor, p2 = p2
T + p2

z /γ
2, pz is the longitudinal momentum98

transfer to the nucleus and γ is the nuclear Lorentz boost. The pz term has a two-fold ambiguity99

regarding photon energy vs. rapidity. Fortunately, it is small, and we can neglect it here.100

Equation 2 is exact only if the photon spectrum is integrated from impact parameter b = 0101

to infinity. The requirement that there be no hadronic interactions limits this data to roughly102

b > 2RA while the requirement of mutual Coulomb dissociation biases it toward smaller impact103

parameters [9]. Although it is possible to relate 〈p2
T 〉 to b, there is no model-independent way104

to determine the photon pT distribution for limited impact parameter ranges [14]. So, we will105

treat this as a poorly-known systematic error.106

For the Woods-Saxon nuclear distribution, we use the analytic form of a hard-sphere nu-107

cleus convoluted with a Yukawa potential, with p = pT [13]108

dN
dp
∝ F2(p2)∝
��

sin(pRA)− pRA cos(pRA)
�� 1

1+ a2p2

��

, (3)

where RA is the nuclear radius and a = 0.7 fm is the range of the Yukawa potential.109

We also use Eq. 3 as the form factor for the photon pT , Eq. 2. There, we take RA = 6.38110

fm; this is the radius of the protons in the gold nucleus. For the Pomeron form factor, we use111

RA = 6.63 fm, with the extra 0.25 fm accounting for the likely neutron skin of gold nuclei. This112

Woods-Saxon approach ignores longitudinal coherence, and corresponds to something close113

to the impulse approximation, rather than a Glauber calculation.114

The black-disk nuclear distribution is also represented analytically:115

F(p)∝
2J1(pRA)

pRA
. (4)

For the black disk, there is no unique RA; the choice of the edge of the nucleus corresponding to116

an assumed rapid drop to zero density is somewhat arbitrary. Here, we will choose RA = 8 fm.117

This is a rather large value, but, as we will see, the fit prefers a large radius. Equations 3 and 4118

have one significantly difference between them; in Eq. 3, the zeros are linearly spaces, while119

in Eq. 4, they are not. So, even if one lined up the first minimum by choosing appropriate120

nuclear radii, the higher minima would fall in different places, and a linear combination of the121

two functions would have too many minima.122

Figure 3 (left) shows the different components used in the templates: detector resolution,123

photon pT , and the Woods-Saxon and black-disk models. The resolution is relatively unimpor-124

tant, dropping off at even moderate pT . The photon pT has more effect than the resolution,125

but still drops off substantially faster than either nuclear form factors. It is enough, however,126

to largely fill in the diffractive minima. At large pT , the black disk form factor is significantly127

above the Woods-Saxon model. Essentially, the black disk has a hard edge, which leads to128

larger harmonics. So, dσ/d t at large |t| should be sensitive to the nuclear density profile,129

especially at the edges of the nucleus.130

3 Fitting and results131

Figure 3 (right) shows the fit results. The best-fit value consists of λ = 0.71 ± 0.01 Woods-132

Saxon, with the remainder black disk. However, the χ2/DOF = 224770/28 - a terrible fit,133

showing that the model does not match the data. The problem is that the fit would prefer an134
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Figure 3: (left) The components of the fitting template, for the detector resolu-
tion, photon pT , and the Woods-Saxon and black-disk models. (right) The measured
dσcoherent/d t, with the fit results.

unphysically large nuclear radius of 9.5 to 10 fm. One factor that could possibly contribute to135

the nuclear radius would be the presence of Coulomb breakup. If the breakup occurred before136

the photoproduction, it could increase the nuclear radius. However, breakup is a lower-energy137

process, so should occur on longer time scales. This radius mismatch dominates the fit, so the138

returned λ is not trustworthy. The radius is mostly determined by the slope of dσ/d t below139

the first minimum, where most of the events are. This radius-mismatch also pushes the first140

diffractive minimum in the fit out to much higher t than in the data; a larger radius would141

move the dip to the left.142

An alternative approach, inspired by the dipole model, would be to fit to the square of the143

integrated (along z) density profile; the square being to account for two-gluon couplings to144

the target. However, at the relevant Q2 (Q2 ≈ M2
ππ), it is unclear if a model that is sensitive to145

the partonic constituents of the target is appropriate.146

4 Conclusion147

We have attempted to fit dσcoherent/d t forπ+π− photoproduction to linear combination of that148

expected for weakly interacting (small) dipoles and for strongly interacting (large) dipoles.149

The model templates incorporated contributions from the photon and Pomeron (elastic scat-150

tering) pT and for the detector resolution.151

The poor fit quality showed that this model cannot explain the data. There are several152

possible apparent explanations, and it is likely that several of them contribute to the poor153

fit. The small-dipole, Woods-Saxon model does not account for multiple interactions by a154

single dipole (i. e. as is accounted for by a Glauber calculation or in the dipole model); the155

Glauber calculation will alter the effective size of the nucleus. The photon pT spectrum was156

also problematic, in that it was calculated for all impact parameters, rather than the actual157

limited range. Earlier in the analysis chain, the dipole function used to fit and subtract the158

incoherent component likely fails at small pT . Many of these problems are also present in159

the Fourier-transform approach to finding the transverse gluon distributions. The photon pT160

spectrum must be accurately known to be unfolded. Multiple scattering changes the effective161

shape of the nucleus [15].162

Looking ahead, the LHC Run 3 should generate large samples of exclusive photoproduced163

J/ψ, without a trigger requirement for mutual Coulomb dissociation [16]. This will reduce164

the photon pT spectrum uncertainties, and, more importantly, allow the rejection of most inco-165
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herent photoproduction via the rejection of events containing forward neutrons and protons.166

This will greatly reduce the magnitude of the incoherent subtraction.167

Most of these problems will be alleviated at the electron-ion collider [17]. Except at small168

Q2, the photon pT can be measured by observing the scattered electron, albeit with some169

uncertainty due to the imperfectly known electron initial momentum. Critically, separation170

of coherent and incoherent production should be improved, since the detector far-forward171

subsystems will instrument almost all of phase space.172
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